The HL-LHC investigations on silicon particle sensor performance are carried out with the intention to reproduce the harsh environments foreseen, but usually in individual short measurements. Recently, several groups have observed a decrease in the charge collection of silicon strip sensors after several days, in particular on sensors showing charge multiplication. This phenomenon has been explained with a surface effect, the increase of charge sharing due to the increment of positive charge in the silicon oxide coming from the source used for charge collection measurements. Observing a similar behaviour in other sensors for which we can exclude this surface effect, we propose and investigate alternative explanations, namely trapping related effects (change of polarization), and annealing related effects. Several n-on-p strip sensors, as-processed and irradiated with protons and neutrons up to 5 × 10 15 n eq /cm 2 have been subjected to charge collection efficiency measurements for several days, while parameters like the impedance have been monitored. The probable stressing conditions have been changed in an attempt to recover the collected charge in case of a decrease. The results show that for the investigated sensors the effect of charge sharing induced by a radioactive source is not important, and a main detrimental factor is due to very high voltage, while at lower voltages the performance is stable.
Introduction

1
The increasing fluence of the planned high energy The charge collection capability of these sensors has 10 been demonstrated for many years, but usually in individ- This is accompanied by an increase in the charge shar-
26
ing between strips, especially in non-irradiated sensors.
27
These studies explain the behaviour with a surface effect.
28
The gamma rays occurring due to Bremsstrahlung of the area and all of them with direct biasing (see Table 1 ). LGAD indicates a multiplication implant under the junction [10], 2E indicates double implantation energy and inter-strips the presence of a floating intermediate strip between the read-out strips [11] . Beside the fluence value, irradiation particles are indicated: p indicates proton, n indicates neutron.
The proton irradiated sample 10 was tested at a bias significantly between 20Hz and 1M Hz (Fig. 3) . The ca- sensor showing a clear charge multiplication phenomenon.
187
After 2 days, the charge decreased by more than 2ke − ,
188
then slowly decreased down to less than 14ke − . After 189 one day of rest, there is a partial recovery to more than 190 15ke − , and then again a slight decrease is recognizable.
191
After 8 months of rest, the charge is again partially recov- 
196
The decrease in the CCE is clearer from the charge dis- 
234
This suggests that key sensor properties change only 235 when the electric field is extremely high.
236
Discrimination between polarization and annealing effects.
result in a change in the electric field distribution, visible 239 in the capacitance.
240
The main difference between the two effects is that po-241 larization can be changed in a relatively short time com-242 pared to annealing. We observed (Fig. 2 and Fig. 5 
